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Indium-induced changes in GaN„0001… surface morphology
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First-principles calculations of the energetics of the In-terminated GaN~0001!, (0001I ), (101I 1), and (1011)
surfaces indicate that In has a substantial effect on the relative energies of formation of these surfaces.
Indium-induced changes in the surface energetics enable the formation of inverted hexagonal pyramid defects
having (101I 1) facets at the termination of threading defects on the~0001! surface of pseudomorphic
InxGa12xN films. For dislocations terminating on the InxGa12xN(0001I ) surface, the calculations predict that
large (1011) faceted defects are not energetically favorable.@S0163-1829~99!52036-5#
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There is currently a high degree of interest in understa
ing the diverse mechanisms which determine the gro
morphology of epitaxial films.1 This interest is almost invari
ably driven by a technological application. The use
InxGa12xN quantum wells to form the active region of blu
lasers and light emitting diodes has generated much inte
in issues related to their growth.2 Investigations have re
vealed many interesting features of epitaxial InxGa12xN
films including compositional fluctuations,3 chemical
ordering,4 surfactant behavior,5 and the formation of a
unique defect, the inverted hexagonal pyramid defect.6–10 To
understand and eventually gain control over these phen
ena, which directly affect the optoelectronic properties of
material, it is essential to know how In interacts with t
surface of the growing film. In this article we present the
retical studies to determine the behavior of In on GaN s
faces.

The term surfactant is used often to denote a substa
that modifies the growth morphology of an epitaxial film
either by changing the surface energy or altering adatom
bility. In some cases it may be useful to employ a mo
specific definition—differential surfactant—to denote an
ement that substantially changes therelativeenergies of two
surface orientations of a material to such an extent that
morphological evolution of an epitaxial film is altered durin
growth. We show here that In is such a differential surfact
on GaN. Under the N-rich conditions required for their i
corporation, the In atoms have a large effect on the rela
energies of the~0001! and the (101I 1) surfaces of GaN. This
leads to a dramatic change in the growth morphology
InxGa12xN alloys through the formation of (101I 1) faceted
dislocation pits at the termination of threading dislocatio
on the~0001! surface.

The termination of a threading dislocation at the surfa
of a growing film may in some cases lead to the formation
a pit on the surface of the film. The energetic driving force
form a pit is the reduction in energy achieved by avoidi
the accumulation of strained material in the region near
core of the dislocation. This reduction in strain energy
accomplished at the expense of increased surface energy
the size and shape of the pit is affected by the surface
dislocation energetics.11,12 For pseudomorphic InxGa12xN
films grown on GaN~0001!, the termination of the disloca
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tion gives rise to a specific type of pit known alternatively
an inverted hexagonal pyramid~IHP!, a hexagonal pinhole
or as aV defect.6–10 In forming an IHP, a hexagonal regio
of the ~0001! surface is replaced with six (101I 1) sidewall
facets, as indicated schematically in Fig. 1. We recently
ported structural models and energetics for the (101I 1) sur-
face and conjectured that In termination would reduce
surface energies sufficiently to enable the formation of la
IHP defects.12 This paper provides justification for this pro
posal. In addition, we show that in contrast to the behav
expected for growth on the InxGa12xN(0001) surface, for-
mation of large IHP defects isnot expected for growth on the
InxGa12xN(0001I ) surface.

This paper intends to demonstrate that the energy red
tion arising from surface termination by In rather than Ga
much greater for the (101I 1) surface in comparison to th
~0001! surface. The difference is a consequence of the
ferent binding sites available for In on the two surfaces.
the ~0001! surface, the In incorporates in adlayer sites and
threefold coordinated sites, in which it forms bonds to thr
N atoms. On the (101I 1) surface, it binds in sites where
makes one or two bonds with the N atoms in the subsurf
layer. We refer to the adlayer site as anA1 site, the threefold
site as anS3 site, the onefold as aT1 site, and the twofold
sites as aB2 site. The surfaces and the binding sites a
indicated schematically in Fig. 2. Our calculations indica
that the energy reduction achieved by substituting In for
atoms is much larger for theA1, T1, andB2 sites than for

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of a dislocation terminating
a hexagonal pit at the~0001! surface. A hexagonal shaped pit o
lateral sizea and depthh forms to reduce the energy associated w
the dislocation. Pit formation exposes the six equivalent (101I 1)
facets.
R8473 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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the S3 site, and that the energy required to create (101I 1)
surfaces at the expense of~0001! surfaces is substantiall
reduced by the presence of In. This effect increases the
of the inverted hexagonal pyramid defects at the termina
of threading dislocations on~0001! surfaces of InxGa12xN
films.

To calculate the formation energy of an IHP defect, o
may employ a simple model.11,12 Consider the change in en
ergy resulting from the formation of an IHP of sizea and
depthh as depicted in Fig. 1. Formation of the IHP reduc
the strain energy and core energy arising from the dislo
tion. In forming the pit, a hexagonal shaped region of
~0001! surface is eliminated and replaced by six (101I 1)
sidewall facets. We take the energy of the dislocation to
that of a simple screw dislocation with a small open core
radius r 5mb2/8p2g0 .11 In this expression,b5c@0001# is
the Burgers vector of the dislocation,m is the shear modulus
andg0 is the surface energy of the open core sidewalls.
simplicity, we takeg0 to be the energy~;120 meV/Å2! of
the (101I 0) prismatic plane. As discussed elsewhere,r is ap-
proximately 0.2 nm.13 We measure lengths in terms ofr, and
energies in terms ofg0r 2. The energy that is required t
form a large inverted pyramid of sizex5a/r is

DE~x!5g0r 2$Sx22Cx ln x%,

whereC is a geometrical factor equal to 2ph/a @C510.26
for (101I 1) facets#, and S is the projected difference in th
surface energies of the~0001! and the (101I 1) surfaces:

S5~3) !/2@g~101I 1!/a2g~0001!#/g0

The factora5cosu50.468 appears in this expression b
cause the (101I 1) surface makes an angleu562.1 degrees
with respect to the~0001! surface as shown in Fig. 1. Th
equilibrium size of the inverted hexagonal pyramid is det
mined by minimizingDE(x). Because the value ofx that
minimizesDE is independent ofr, the equilibrium pit size is
proportional tomb2/g0 . The critical parameter that contro
the equilibrium size is the surface energy anisotropyS. It has
been suggested12 that under the growth conditions require

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the~0001!, (101I 1),
(0001I ), and (101I 0) surfaces.S3, B2, andT1 sites are those in
which Ga or In forms 3, 2, or 1 bonds to a N atom. TheA1 sites are
adlayer sites on the~0001! surface where the In or Ga is bonded
the In or Ga in theS3 sites below.
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to grow pseudomorphic InxGa12xN films, the value ofS
could be reduced to values close to zero, and that this
motes growth of large IHP defects. In this paper, we pres
the calculations which enable us to determineS for condi-
tions in which a substantial amount of In is present in t
film.

The calculations are based on the local density functio
theory and employ first-principles pseudopotentials and
plane wave basis as in previous work~see, for examples
Refs. 12–18!. Soft Troullier-Martins19 pseudopotentials are
employed, and the Ga 3d and In 4d electrons are treated a
part of the valence band. The surfaces are modeled by
peated cells that typically contain between 20 and 50 ato
per cell, depending on the system. The atomic positions
determined by energy minimization and the plane wave c
off is taken to be 60 Ry.

To estimateS we require values of the surface energi
for the ~0001! and the (101I 1) facets. The polar plot of sur
face energyg~n! is not uniquely defined for wurtzite mater
als such as GaN. One may add tog~n! a term proportional to
cosu, whereu is the angle between thec axis andn without
changing the equilibrium shape or other thermodynam
properties.20 Nevertheless, one may compute quantities
volving the surface energies which are invariant with resp
to such a transformation.S, of course, is such an invarian
quantity. To computeS for GaN we use the fact that in th
Ga-rich limit, the surface energies of the minimum ener
reconstructions are very nearly equal for various surface
GaN:g(112I 0)5123 meV/Å2, g(101I 0)5110 meV/Å2, and
g(001)5125 meV/Å2. Moreover, in the Ga-rich limit, the
invariant sums of the surface energies are nearly eq
1
2 $g(0001)1g(0001I )%5123 meV/Å2 and 1

2 $g(101I 1)
1g(0011)%5125 meV/Å2. Therefore, for the purpose o
calculatingS, we take the surface energy of the minimu
energy reconstructions on the~0001! and the (101I 1) sur-
faces~the 232 Ga adatom and the 131 Ga adlayer models!
to be equal to 123 meV/Å2 and 125 meV/Å2. This assump-
tion, together with calculations of the relative energies of
Ga and In-terminated~0001! and the (101I 1) surfaces, may
now be employed to estimateS.

Let us first consider growth conditions in which indium
other impurities are not present. Results for the surface
ergies of the relevant GaN~0001! and GaN(101I 1) surfaces
are shown in Fig. 3. In N-rich conditions, the lowest ener
structure for the~0001! surface is the 232 N-H3 adatom
model,17,21,22and the lowest energy structure for the (101I 1)
surface is the 131 Ga adatom model.12 The value ofS cor-
responding to these structures is 3.4. Under Ga-rich co
tions, the ~0001! surface of lowest energy is the
32 Ga-T4 adatom model,17,21–23 while that of the (101I 1)
surface is the 131 Ga adlayer structure.12 In this situationS
is 3.1.~For intermediate values of the Ga chemical potent
S53.3.! Thus, in the absence of In or other impurities,S is
larger than 3. A plot of the formation energy as a function
pit size for S53 is shown in Fig. 4. In the absence of in
dium, or other impurities, the surface energy anisotropy
not large enough to enable the (101I 1) facets to form at the
termination of the dislocation. Indeed, one finds that
impurity-free GaN~0001! surfaces, the dislocation pits form
ing at the termination of dislocations do not exhibit (101I 1)
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facets. Instead, they are shallow pits that may be quite la
in lateral extent but only a few nanometers in depth.24,25

Let us now consider the case of an InxGa12xN film where
In is available to replace Ga atoms at the surface. As we s
see, this lowers the formation energy of the surfaces
reducesS. The change in the energy arising from the repla
ment of a Ga atom by an In atom depends on the rela
chemical potential of the two species. Thus the change
energy~per unit cell! arising from the replacement of Ga b
In is

DEsurf5E02nsub~DmIn2DmGa!,

whereDmIn5mIn2mIn~bulk!, DmGa5mGa2mGa~bulk!, nsub is the
number of replacements per cell, andE0 is the calculated
change in energy forDmIn5DmGa50. We have found tha
when In substitutes for a Ga atom in anS3 site on the~0001!
surface, the corresponding value ofE0 is approximately 1.1
eV. In contrast, when In substitutes forT1-site Ga atoms on
the (0001I ) surface,E0 is 20.1 eV. Thus, the energy of sub
stitution is highly site dependent. One reason for this s
dependence is that the In-N bond is 11 percent longer tha

FIG. 3. Energies of the GaN~0001! and GaN(101I 1) surfaces.
The dashed lines correspond to energies per (101I 1)-131 unit cell
of the Ga adatom and the Ga adlayer structures. The area
(101I 1)-131 unit cell is 18.6 Å2. The solid lines correspond to th
energies per~0001!-131 unit cell of the Ga adatom and the
adatom structures. The area of a~0001!-131 unit cell is 8.7 Å2.
Energies are plotted as a function of the Ga chemical potentia

FIG. 4. Energy of the IHP as a function of its diameter for t
caseS50.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 3.0. For large values ofS ~greater than 3!,
the pit size is less than a few nanometers. For small values ofS, the
equilibrium pit size~;100 nm! and energy are very sensitive to th
value of S. The energy is given in units of 104g0r 250.47
3104 eV.
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the Ga-N bond. Thus, there is an energetic benefit realize
the sites where the In-N bond length may relax easily to
larger value. Results obtained for a number of different s
on various surfaces are compiled in Table I. For the~0001!
surface, the 131 adlayer structure contains Ga atoms in bo
the A1 andS3 sites, and the Ga-In replacement changes
energy by DEsurf(0001 adlayer)50.9922~DmIn2DmGa! eV
per 131 cell. For the (101I 1) surface, the replacement of th
Ga atoms in theT1 and B2 surface sites with In atom
lowers the energy byDEsurf(101I 1)50.0422(DmIn2DmGa)
per 131 cell of the (101I 1) surface. Using these results to
gether with the energies for the Ga-terminated surfaces,
ables us to determine the energies of the In-terminated
faces as a function of (DmIn2DmGa). Results for the surface
energies of the most stable In-terminated~0001! and (101I 1)
surfaces are shown in Fig. 5. It is clear from this plot that
energy cost of replacing a~0001! facet with a (101I 1) facet
depends on the chemical potentials of In and Ga, and th
may be much less than in the case of the clean surface.

Only under very Ga-poor and In-rich conditions can i
dium be incorporated in the pseudomorphic InxGa12xN

f a

TABLE I. Energy change per 131 cell of the ~0001! surface arising

from the replacement of Ga with In atoms for various surface sites.Nsubis
the number of replacements in each 131 cell. The energy change isDE

5E02nsub(DmIn2DmGa). Replacement of Ga atoms on theT1 andB2
sites is energetically favorable in comparison to replacement of atoms inS3
sites.

Surface Reconstruction nsub Sites E0 ~eV!

~0001! 131 ideal 1 S3 1.09

~0001! 131 adlayer 2 S3,A1 0.99

~0001! 232 Ga vacancy 3
4

S3 1.44

(101I 1) 131 adlayer 2 T1,B2 0.04

(101I 1) 131 adatom 1 H3 0.34

(101I 0) 131 Ga-N dimer 1 S3 1.49

(0001I ) 131 adlayer 1 T1 20.13

(1011) 131 2 B2,S3 1.27

FIG. 5. Energies of In-terminated~0001! and (101I 1) surfaces of
GaN. The dashed line corresponds to the energy per (101I 1)-131
cell of the In adlayer surface withT1 andB2 sites occupied by In
atoms. The solid lines correspond to energies per~0001!-131 cell
of various ~0001! surfaces. Under In and Ga-rich condition
(DmGa2DmIn.21.25 eV), the~0001! surface consists of In atom
in A1 sites. Under In-rich and Ga-poor condition
(DmGa2DmIn,21.25 eV), theA1 andS3 sites on the~0001! sur-
face are occupied by In atoms. The energy of the 232 N-H3
adatom structure is included for reference.
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films. To quantify this notion in terms of the In and G
chemical potentials, we performed calculations of the form
tion energy of substitution for an In atom replacing a G
atom in a freestanding GaN film. In these calculations,
atoms are free to relax along the@0001# direction, but the
lattice constant in the~0001! plane is kept equal to that o
GaN. In this manner, we simulate the environment of an
atom in a pseudomorphic InxGa12xN film. As before, the
formation energy of an In atom on the Ga sublattice may
expressed in terms of the chemical potentials of In and G
follows: V5E02DmIn1DmGa. Our calculations indicate tha
E0 is 1.93 eV. For a dilute alloy, the In concentrationx in the
film is given approximately byx51/(eV/kT11). Using this
relation we may determineV, and henceDmGa2DmIn, as a
function of x. For example, to obtain an In concentrationx
; 1

8 at a growth temperature ofkT;0.1 eV, we must have
DmGa2DmIn;21.7 eV. Thus, formation of InxGa12xN al-
loys is indeed obtained only under very Ga-poor and In-r
conditions. To obtain In concentrations greater than ab
1%, we must haveDmGa2DmIn,21.5 eV.

As seen in Fig. 5, whenDmGa2DmIn is less than21.5 eV,
the energy difference between the In-terminated (101I 1) sur-
face and the In-terminated~0001! surface is very low. For
DmGa2DmIn,21.25 eV, the lowest energy~0001! surface is
a structure in which an adlayer of In resides inA1 sites
above a monolayer of In inS3 sites. The lowest energ
(101I 1) surface is the In adlayer structure with In occupyi
T1 and B2 sites. The calculated difference in energy b
tween these two structures, (g (101I 1) /a2g (0001)), is 10
meV/Å2 and the corresponding value ofS is 0.2. A plot of
the formation energy of the IHP as a function of size forS
50.2 is shown in Fig. 4. It is evident that the pit diamet
that minimizes the formation energyDE may become very
large~;100 nm! under these conditions, and that at this s
it is quite sensitive to the precise value ofSwhenS is small.
Our results show clearly that it is energetically favorable
form (101I 1) faceted pits at the termination of dislocatio
on InxGa12xN pseudomorphic films. Once the pit has b
come large, the size of the pit begins to be affected by kin
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factors such as the difference in adatom mobility and grow
rates on the In-terminated~0001! and (101I 1) surfaces. It is
then quite plausible that the actual pit size may be large
smaller than the size that minimizesDE(x). The possibility
thatScould even become negative cannot be ruled out. Ho
ever, in that case the~0001! surface reconstructions we hav
considered would be unstable with respect to a complex
construction, perhaps involving the appearance of (101I 1)
‘‘nanofacets.’’

It is important to note a special feature of the (101I 1)
surface. Namely, there are noS3 sites present on this sur
face. For shallower sidewalls,u,62°, the sidewall facet
would exhibitS3 sites as on the~0001! surface. For steepe
sidewalls,u.62°, parts of the sidewall would exhibitS3
sites as on the (101I 0) surface~see Fig. 2!. As seen in Table
I, it is energetically less favorable to incorporate In atoms
the S3 sites on the (101I 0) and~0001! surfaces in compari-
son to theT1 andB2 sites on the (101I 1) surface. For this
reason we believe the optimal sidewall facet is the (101I 1)
plane.

What about the possibility of IHP defects at dislocatio
terminating on the N-face InxGa12xN(0001I ) surface? Our
model predicts that such (1011) faceted defects should no
form, becauseS, the surface energy term, remains large. T
(1011) surfaces that would be created by pit formation e

hibit S3 andB2 binding sites, while the (0001̂ surface that
would be eliminated exhibitsT1 sites. Therefore, the ene
getics of In substitution are not conducive to the replacem
of the (0001I ) surface by the (1011) facets, and so (1011)
faceted dislocation pits are not expected to form in grow
on the InxGa12xN(0001I ) surface.

In summary, we have performed calculations for a nu
ber of low-index In-terminated GaN surfaces and ha
shown that In behaves as a differential surfactant, reduc
the energy of the (101I 1) surface relative to the~0001! sur-
face. This effect promotes the formation of large (101I 1)
faceted dislocation pits on~0001! surface of InxGa12xN.

We are grateful to Linda Romano for valuable discu
sions.
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